
Korea, the Parasites’s Paradise Declared by Professors 
 
Seoul,South Korea (5/22)- South Korea’s 6000+ members college professors' association has           
just issued a dire warning to the country and appealed to the free world: Korea will become the                  
parasites’s paradise unless the Central Election Committee and the Moon Jae In regime  
rescind the recent rigged April 15 election which would give the absolute majority to the Moon’s                
ruling democratic party.  
 
Without the regime's election court intervention to overturn the rigged election, the foreseeable             
future election frauds will most certainly perpetuate the political and multicultural corruptions            
with impunity only seen in a totalitarian government, as evidenced by many recent examples              
such as the ultimate hypocrite Cho Kook who as the chief presidential advisor and a law school                 
professor of the top ranking Seoul National University had evaded the system everywhere while              
preaching ethics, Yoon Mi Hyang who swindled the WW2 comfort women's charity funds and              
got elected in the recent rigged election as the Minju democratic ruling party candidate, and the                
multiple local election frauds manipulated by the regime, etc.  
 
Despite the numerous indisputable evidences and thorough statistical thesis reports of world            
renown Professor Walter Mebane Jr of University of Michigan, strongly implicating fraudulent            
election manipulations during the congressional election held on April 15, most of the Korea's              
mainstream news media publications,except several conservative YouTube broadcasters, are         
silent on the rigged election for fear of retaliation and backfire from the powerful regime backed                
by the various labor unions, left wing political parties, and invisibly controlling hands of              
communist North Korea and the deep state dark influences of CCP.  
 
The ruling party had declared that they would do whatever it takes to hold power for the next                  
100 years, and they have just proved the point during this election cycle, and one can almost                 
bet they will prove success for the next presidential election in two years. The college               
professors association declared that these are choices made available for only those who are              
destined to win always with impunity in the elections no matter what crimes or corruptions they                
choose to commit with arrogance.  
 
The professors say it is disgraceful and shameful and runs against their social values and               
conscience minds and souls to see so many high ranking elected congressional members and              
cabinet members leading such corruptive lives. They are, however, more concerned about the             
sad reality that these dark forces are so rampant and hidden deep in the regime very much like                  
the parasites which were depicted as the underground circles living off the productive society,              
featured in the Oscar winning Hollywood movie, The Parasites. The leftwing socialistic elites are              
everywhere in all walks of life in the current S. Korean society, influencing and manipulating               
public opinions through mainstream media in the backdrop of political parties, securing all three              
branches of the government, labor unions, etc. invisibly manipulated by CCP and N. Korea.              
They share the same socialistic ideology and political power and engage in corruptive practices              
without feeling shame or guilt and with impunity at the expense of hard working taxpayers of the                 



rest of the country. The professors association questions the identity of these groups with              
anxiety and insecurity for the future of the nation.  
 
On May 22, they strongly urged the Moon's regime, the ruling Minju Democratic Party, and the                
Central Election Committee to investigate the massive fraudulent election claims filed already in             
the courts. Just 22 days earlier on April 30, they had demanded to honor and protect the                 
individual citizen's  right to vote based on a very fundamental human right.  
 
The association doubts whether the perpetrators have ability to make judgements on wrong             
doings morally and then goes on stating that the underlying nature of the societal crisis               
originating from the attitudes portrayed by the ruling party is not that their governing leadership               
will be judged by the people in the democratic system but that they have the misplaced                
confidence of authoritative dictators that they can always overrule the will of the people. We               
hope that this misplaced confidence is unrelated to the strong and mounting allegation that the               
April 15 general election was heavily rigged and manipulated with help of illegal advanced              
computer systems. We declare that the responsibility to investigate the allegation of the rigged              
election lies solely on the Blue House, the presidential palace and the ruling Minju democratic               
party. 
 
If the current regime continues to ignore these calls for the investigation and continues to               
defend the wrong doing with arrogance, and if the Central Election Committee's executive board              
members who were appointed by the Moon Jae In's regime persist on protecting them by doing                
nothing, we have no choice but to conclude that the regime's ability to judge is lost and that the                   
stage is being set for the regime to try to forcefully impose twisting justice, distorting history, and                 
misplacing sense of corruption persecution. 
 
Professors emphatically said that since there have been numerous,mounting, and indisputable           
evidences for the 4.15 fraudulent elections including renown Professor Walter Mebane's           
statistical study report, strongly implicating fraudulent election manipulations, the Moon's regime           
should consider itself that it works for the benefit of the people and for the true justice and its                   
future instead of selfish acts of taking care for themselves. The regime must really show that                
judgement process through the election system is just, fair, trustable,and transparent.They also            
added that the Central Election Council must come forward voluntarily to explain the allegation              
and assist to preserve and safeguard the vote evidence records instead of denying with              
unacceptable excuses and should rewrite to safeguard the election law.  
 
The old saying, “the absolute authoritative power absolutely corrupts” is absolute truth. The             
democratic political system that checks on human instinct imposes term limits, judicial control             
systems, and regime change. The rigged election allegation addresses at its core the real risk               
that  the  most important judging element called the regime change may become extinct forever. 
 
They ended by saying that should this rigged election proves to be valid, the country would                
become a paradise for the parasites. Hence, these allegations must be investigated thoroughly             



by the regime and the Central Election Council, National Assembly, and all citizen groups and               
punish the offending perpetrators accordingly and secure the election system to prevent it from              
ever recurring. 
 


